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- Co-ordinates are NAD 83 Grid, UTM Zone 9 and Zone 10. Distances shown are in metres and decimals thereof. Chainages are two-dimensional and are on pipeline ditchline. Pipeline segment length derived from ditchline chainages.
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- Cutblock data is confirmed using information from the Government of BC websites for Forest MapView and iMapBC.
- This pipeline section is not within the Agricultural Land Reserve.
- Field Survey Completed December 15, 2014
- This plan represents the best information available at the time of survey. WSP Surveys and its employees take no responsibility for the location of any underground conduits, pipes, or other facilities whether shown on or omitted from this plan. All underground installations should be located by the respective authorities prior to construction.
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PRINCE RUPERT GAS TRANSMISSION LTD.

PIPELINE R/W SECTION 2 CHANNING:
KP 240-043 to KP 440-687
ROUTE ID: 8038-81
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